Radio Script: “Ant Kids”

“Hey Alex, now let’s go outside to play.”

“But we can’t go outside now; your dad is spraying the yard for ants.”

“So?”

“So, that spray is dangerous.”

“But my dad says it’s the only stuff that works.”

“Well my mom doesn’t use those sprays. She does other things that really work.”

“Other things that work? Like what?”

“Well, she keeps the trash away from the house—that helps keep ants away a lot.”

“Wow.”

“My mom plugged up all the holes where the ants come in. No more cracks, no more ants.”

“Your mom did that?”

“Uh huh — and she started using bait stakes in our garden. We haven’t had any ants around our house this year.”

“Gee, your mom is smart.”

“That’s why she called 1-888-BAYWISE. They’ve got lots of ideas that really work for getting rid of ants.”

“Wow! Let’s go tell my dad about 1-888-BAYWISE.”